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Life changes dramatically for the entire family when your choice is made to move a person who
has dementia from home to community care. "Do not let anyone make you feel just like you
have taken the 'easy way out' by selecting a dementia treatment community," she writes."When
Someone You Know Is Living in a Dementia Treatment Community can be an accessible guide
giving answers to such questions as: How do you select a place for my cherished one to live?
Rachael Wonderlin, a gerontologist, dementia treatment expert, and well-known dementia care
blogger, helps caregivers cope with the hard behaviors, feelings, and anxieties that both they
and their loved one may experience. "You remain going to cope with a lot of demanding
behaviors, worries, and questions relating to your loved one's care.Writing from her own
practice and drawing upon the latest research in gerontology and dementia, Wonderlin explains
the various kinds of dementia, points the wide range of care communities designed for people
who have dementia, and speaks empathetically to the get worried and guilt many family
members feel. What can I find out by visiting a candidate memory-care community twice? What
do I really do if my cherished one asks about heading home? How do i enhance the quality of my
appointments? What is the best way to deal with conflict between residents, or between your
resident and personnel? How do i cope with my adored one's sundowning?An essential book for
family members and friends of people with dementia, When Someone You Know is Surviving in
a Dementia Care Community touches the heart while explaining how to make a difficult
situation better. What do I do if my cherished one starts a romantic romantic relationship with
another resident?
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My husband's mom has dementia and I came across this book easy-to-read and understand. I
bought this publication becase my mother-in-legislation has dementia and may no longer
continue steadily to live independently.The book is an instant read, is easy-to-understand, and
provides helped me to be supportive of my hubby and to take part in some extremely difficult
discussions.That having been said, transitioning a loved one from independent living to any
other arrangement is difficult. When their decreasing congnitive function blinds them to the
facts of their decline -- that bills are not being paid, that clean food is rotting around the house
and canned foods are piling up everywhere, they can no longer get, that they no more have a
interpersonal support system their current address -- it feels impossible.This book can't make a
hard situation easy, and it can't offer you a roadmap for negotiating this time around in your
lives.Nevertheless, it provides helped me to feel less powerless. It will also help you feel great
about your decision if you place someone you care about in a memory care community. I can
help him come to the perfect decisions for our family, even if indeed they still feel horrible, and
I can be there for him when he's hating himself, his mother, and the whole rest of the world
because we're stuck in this impossible situation. Five Stars Fast DELIVERY and in Perfect
Condition. The stories intertwined through the entire book really take it to life. That is a great
addition to the field. Are we doing our best to create a happy, safe and loving environment? I
meet up with a lot of people who have had to place their loved ones in the advanced treatment
section. I will buy again for presents to affected family and you ought to too! Easy read. useful
and supportive This book is incredibly relevant, useful and supportive. Excellent, comprehensive
overview of a very complex topic- Rachel is also an outstanding teacher/speaker!Rachael helps
readers understand that caring for someone with dementia is approximately focusing on the
"here and today" - a challenge we all have been capable of taking on. This book has sparked
conversation in my own family about dementia and the psychological response it often evokes
when attempting to comprehend the diagnosis. read this book this is actually the book you are
interested in if you are caring for a loved one with dementia. Navigating Dementia from the
Perspective of a Loved One or Friend ---Essential! That is a excellent resource book. Buy this
book when you have someone you care about with dementia! If you are not in the
medical/gerontology field most of our well-meaning instincts regarding "persuasive discussion"
and "acquiring the rational approach" with your cherished one will become ill-advised for such
an individual. Rachael Wonderlin has provided us a very approachable guidebook for this period
in existence. I cannot thank her more than enough! Practical, very helpful, creative tips on
communicating with and looking after dementia patients. I purchased 3 copies of the book to
provide to my friends. It appears that nearly everyone I understand has a dementia knowledge
to tell. I truly love this book! Great information about Dementia This is an extremely informative
book and I'd highly recommend reading should you have someone you care about impacted with
any form of dementia, whether or not you are thinking about a memory care community or
providing care in the home. Through a number of all too familiar vignettes, the writer describes
a variety of communication situations, interprets them and offers practical, positive suggestions
on how to understand and cope with such circumstances. You will see this book useful and
useful. It helped me to alleviate the frustration and exasperation that I was encountering.It is an
easy read, with plenty of practical advice and written in non-medical terms. Read this reserve;
you will be glad you did. Practical and helpful guide for dementia caregivers The decision to
move a loved one into a care facility can be stressful and overwhelming. It really is difficult to
make big lifestyle decisions for ourselves, and also harder for a parent or spouse. Delightful and
practical I'm on the auxiliary panel of a continuing treatment community.This book provides



helpful insights into dementia, caring methods to help navigate the difficult situations that
dementia creates, and an experienced look into what makes a really good dementia care
center.5+ Stars. Incredibly Useful, Go-To Resource In this incredibly useful book Rachael
Wonderlin offers practical tips, creative activities and heartfelt stories to help you truly connect
with the individual you love surviving in a dementia care and attention community. It is the next
best issue to having her within the team at your neighborhood care community. Rachael's
publication is a go-to reference with fresh concepts and approaches for active, concerned and
caring friends and family. it provides answers and assurances.Deborah Drapac, Co-Writer,
Shadowbox Press Books and Discussion Cards for adults with dementia Best practical and useful
dementia reserve! Essentially the most useful and practical book on dementia I have read! I
volunteer in a dementia device, and everything i need to know is the following! We all have
experienced the enormously frustrating experience of trying to talk to dementia patients. you as
well can cope Just placed my very best friend in Memory care this book helped us to make our
decisions . She now has an incredibily fulfilling life with new close friends and a occupied daily
schedule. Wonderfully Written and Informative This is a wonderfully informative book, written
in an exceedingly straightforward and practical way.I would recommend this publication to
anyone who knows someone with dementia. MANY THANKS. Highly recommended. I would
recommend this publication to all or any of them Beautiful stories.!. It will also be mandatory
reading for each and every staff person who functions at a dementia treatment facility. I can
possess discussions with my husband and function him through his thoughts, questions, and
feelings. There is precious little useful literature for the families and loved onesof someone with
dementia. This book is filled with personal stories that really helps to outline the do's and don'ts
to being the best support system to someone with a dementia diagnosis. I have recommended
this book to family friends and coworkers alike. When Someone You Know is Living in a
Dementia Care Community can also be used for inservice schooling and will be a great source
for staff members. Just how do we get perspective about Memory Care.
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